
SMEDA BUSINESS PLAN

Articles. Guidelines on Business Plan Template. 1. What is a business plan and how it helps? It is the face of your
business; It helps to attract clients, investors.

However, please remember that your business plan is exclusively yours and will be custom prepared to meet
your objectives. The Framework shall be based on inputs from all stakeholders relevant policy making
institutions, business support organisations, private sector representative bodies, not-for-profit organisations
and international development partners and will serve as a coherent strategy for SME development in
Pakistan. What Is A Business Plan? The proposed Development Framework will set out key priorities for
reforms in legal and regulatory environment as well as programmes and projects with tangible, time bound
deliverables and built-in monitoring and evaluation mechanisms. Individual team comprising of a team leader,
financial expert and technical expert is assigned to each business plan. However, there was a need for holistic
program for enterprise and leadership development of women in Pakistan to enhance their potential and
facilitate in their endeavours. Moreover, for energy efficiency management, special team provide
hands-on-support. The assessment of the scribe in terms of maximum possible beneficiaries to be 5, is
erroneous. He said that SMEs share in total credit had been declined from 16 per cent in to 6 per cent in , thus
priority would be attached to access to finance for SMEs. A standard business plan provides information and
recommendations on key business areas including market size and growth projections, most suitable
management structure, technology and machinery selection, comprehensive financial analysis with projections
and business strategic options. While, the success of WBC in other regions have raised the expectations of
WEs operating in other regions and we have received demand for setting up new centers in Multan,
Gujranwala, Islamabad, Abbotabad, D. Training programs for Entrepreneurship Development: Conducts
training programs across Pakistan covering management, technical and skill development training sessions, in
which more than ladies have already participated. Our business plan development team has so far successfully
completed business plans for a diverse range of business sectors including, Textiles, Agriculture, Information
Technology, Automobiles, Light Engineering, Healthcare, Education, and many more. Owing to the success
and growing demand of WBIC, a proposal for opening new centers across Pakistan including AJK and GB on
similar lines has been submitted to government of Pakistan for approval of funding. You need JavaScript
enabled to view it. Business plan is a comprehensive document that enables a business to define its objectives,
identify critical areas of operations, design relevant strategies and prepare financial forecasts. With a view to
lift the growth trajectory of SMEs in a globally competitive environment, Smeda recently initiated an
extensive exercise for developing a 5-Year Business Plan, with a renewed commitment and mission to assist
in employment generation and value addition to the national income through development of the SME sector
by helping increase the number, scale and competitiveness of SMEs, he added. While highlighting strategy for
implementation of the proposed plan, Sardar Ahmad Nawaz Sukhera said that the proposed new strategy for
implementation of Smeda Business Plan is to develop, nurture and build partnerships with the federal and
provincial governments, international development partners, chambers and trade associations and the private
sector. If you are an SME entrepreneur with a new business idea or you are planning to expand your existing
business set up, you simply have to fill up a Project Brief Form available at any of our offices. Access to
finance, identified as a binding constraint for start-ups and growth of businesses is being addressed as a
distinct theme and programmes have been developed to address both demand and supply side issues. In fact, 2.
The SMEDA pre-feasibility studies have been developed, keeping in view the growth potential, indigenous
strength and market demand in key business sectors, to spur greater economic activity across all regions of
Pakistan. The document must represent realistic and practical information based on authentic and current data.
An integrated economic development strategy built upon the foundations of a vibrant SME sector, with game
changing interventions, is the corner stone for sustainable growth of Pakistan. He said that Pakistan's
demographic profile renders it a uniqueness that can either be an opportunity or a challenge. Even if all loan
beneficiaries are disbursed the maximum amount of Rs2 million, the number of loan beneficiaries would be
50,, instead of , as reported. Need some flexible Setting to test prospects of their business Still stuck with the
Question to do or not to do business. Giving salient features of the Plan in a presentation before the media on
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Friday, Smeda Chief Executive Officer Sardar Ahmad Nawaz Sukhera said the employment would be
increased by 10 million to 25 million in against  For instance, the cost of opening a boutique shop on a high
street in a metropolitan city like Karachi, would vary from that of one being set-up in a smaller town. Smeda
Chief said that SMEs have a pervasive presence across various economic sectors. Evidence based policy
advocacy shall be undertaken to reduce the cost of doing business for creating a hassle free business
environment. Conduct a need assessment of Women Entrepreneurs across Pakistan to design comprehensive
capacity building program. Value chain analysis has been carried out for each sector, identifying game
changers that can transform the entire dynamic of the sector and accrue benefits across the entire spectrum of
the value chain. How much will it Cost? Hence, SMEDA stepped in to support the development of this
marginalized segment of economic enterprise. Articles Business Plan Development Services Business Plan
development services is one of the key services provided to enable existing as well as potential investors to
make well researched and informed investment decisions. Therefore, the assertions made in the article are
unjustified. The focus, therefore, is on our youth, women and regional development. Smeda has prioritised 13
sectors for development interventions. Also provided sponsorship to 20 WEs at Islamabad Expo  The
objective is so to give equal opportunity to educated house-wives and young girls in other regions for setting
up a successful business in a flexible working arrangement that fits well with their role as women. Side by side
provide advice on financial cycle management, inventory management, and efficient production management.


